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Abstract   40 

To characterize the rat as a potential model of frontal-parietal auditory processing during sustained 41 

attention, target detection, and response inhibition, we recorded field potentials (FPs) at multiple sites 42 

in medial-dorsal frontal and posterior parietal cortex simultaneously while rats performed an 43 

equiprobable auditory go/no-go discrimination task. ERPs were calculated by averaging tone-triggered 44 

FPs across hit, miss, false alarm (FA), and correct rejection (CR) trials separately for each recording 45 

session, and five peak amplitudes (termed N1, P2, N2, P3E and P3L) were extracted from the individual-46 

session ERPs. Comparing peak amplitudes across different trials types indicated a statistically significant 47 

amplification of the P2 peak on hit trials that accompanies detection of the target tone prior to the 48 

behavioral go response. This result appears analogous to human ERP phenomena during auditory target 49 

discrimination. Conversely, the rat P3 responses were not associated with target detection as in the 50 

human ERP literature. Likewise, we did not observe the “no-go N2” or “no-go P3” responses reported in 51 

the human literature in association with response inhibition, which might reflect differences in task 52 

context or a difference in auditory processing between rats and humans. We also present analyses of 53 

stimulus-induced spectral power and inter-area coherence to characterize oscillatory synchronization 54 

which may contribute to ERPs, and discuss possible error-related processing at the N2, P3E and P3L 55 

peaks. 56 

Significance Statement  57 

Our results constrain potential neural models of sustained attention and auditory discrimination in rat 58 

cortex. To our knowledge our study is the first to unambiguously support that the rat P2 auditory ERP 59 

component is amplified by target detection as distinct from response production. This validates that our 60 

experimental paradigm can be used to mechanistically probe the cellular basis of the ERP, and 61 

potentially could reveal how ERP phenomena are disrupted in multiple neuropsychiatric disorders. Our 62 
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results complement those of “active oddball” studies in which a neural response potentially related to 63 

target detection or response activation may be confounded with automatic rare-tone response 64 

amplification.  65 

Introduction  66 

In humans, attention is generally associated with the amplification of N1, P2, and P3 components of 67 

cortical event-related potentials (ERPs) as compared with passive or ignored stimulation contexts 68 

(Picton and Hillyard 1974, Crowley and Colrain 2004, Linden 2005, Polich 2007). Go/no-go tasks offer a 69 

window into the functional involvement of these ERP peaks in target detection and response production 70 

or inhibition.  In go/no-go tasks, a positive P2 peak around 200 ms post-stimulus that tends to be larger 71 

on go trials has been suggested to underlie response activation (Gajewski and Falkenstein 2013, 72 

Borchard, Barry et al. 2015), but other studies found the P2 to be larger on no-go trials and attributed it 73 

to stimulus classification processing (Crowley and Colrain 2004). Similarly, a later positive parietal “go 74 

P3” peak (i.e. larger on go trials) has been suggested to underlie target detection (Picton and Hillyard 75 

1974, Linden 2005, Polich 2007) or response production (Pfefferbaum, Ford et al. 1985).  76 

Rats passively exposed to auditory stimuli exhibit a vertex ERP response comparable to the human 77 

N100-P200 complex (Knight, Brailowsky et al. 1985); we will refer to these peaks as the N1 and P2.  78 

More recent studies revealed a P3 ERP response (Yamaguchi, Globus et al. 1993, Imada, Morris et al. 79 

2013) that shares some properties with the frontal-central P3a that signals novelty in humans oddball 80 

paradigms (Courchesne, Hillyard et al. 1975, Squires, Squires et al. 1975, Squires, Squires et al. 1975, 81 

Bledowski, Prvulovic et al. 2004, Polich 2007). This response is distinct from a later target detection-82 

related P3b potential with a central-parietal distribution (Linden 2005, Polich 2007). ERP studies of rats 83 

performing auditory “active oddball” tasks in particular (Shinba 1997, Shinba 1999, Sambeth, Maes et al. 84 

2003, Hattori, Onoda et al. 2010) have generally supported that active engagement in the task (i.e. 85 
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attention) dramatically amplifies ERP responses at P2 and P3 peaks in a manner roughly comparable to 86 

their counterparts in humans. However, target stimuli were rare (i.e. “oddballs”) compared to distractor 87 

stimuli in these studies, and it is not clear to what extent automatic rare-tone response amplification 88 

(i.e. oddball responses) contributed to their results.  89 

To characterize ERP correlates of target detection in rats, constrain their neural mechanisms, and 90 

further characterize the rat brain as a model of executive functions, we simultaneously recorded FPs at 91 

multiple sites in medial-dorsal frontal cortex and posterior parietal cortex in rats performing an 92 

equiprobable auditory go/no-go discrimination task. Target and distractor tones were equiprobable to 93 

eliminate confounding rare-tone response amplification (i.e. “oddball”) effects. In particular, we sought 94 

to test whether rat cortical P2 or P3 ERP responses are modulated by target-detection or motor 95 

response activation as in humans. To compare evoked response components on different trial types, we 96 

defined three positive-going ERP peaks (P2 usually between 50 - 100 ms post-tone, P3E typically near 97 

200 ms, and P3L after 400 ms) and two negative-going ERP peaks (N1 around 30 ms post-tone, and N2 98 

between P2 and P3L).  99 

A secondary objective of this study was to test whether “no-go N2” or “no-go P3” responses comparable 100 

to those observed in human ERPs (Pfefferbaum, Ford et al. 1985, Smith, Johnstone et al. 2008, Gajewski 101 

and Falkenstein 2013) could be observed in rats performing an equiprobable auditory go/no-go task, as 102 

potential neural correlates of cognitive or motor response inhibition (Smith, Johnstone et al. 2008).      103 

Materials and Methods 104 

Animals: A total of thirteen male Long-Evans rats, Rattus norvegicus [500-700 g, Charles River 105 

Laboratories (Wilmington, MA)], were used for this study.  Nine rats comprised our main go/no-go data 106 

set, while two rats were used for control recordings under passive auditory stimulation, and two rats 107 

(noted below) did not produce viable data. Rats were housed in pairs before multi-electrode array 108 
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implantation surgery and individually after surgery in a dedicated Animal Care Facility on a 12:12 109 

light/dark schedule (lights on at 6 am/off at 6 pm) with ad libitum access to food. Rats were allowed 110 

limited water access during the week to encourage task participation and free water access for 15-20 111 

minutes post-training and over the weekend. The weights of each rat were recorded prior to each 112 

training session, and a rat was returned to ad libitum water if their weight fell below 85% of their 113 

lifetime maximum weight. All methods were performed in accordance with the [Author University] 114 

animal care committee’s regulations. 115 

Go/no-go Task: An auditory sustained attention task was designed to capture goal-driven, top-down 116 

attention (Figure 1). ABET-II software (Lafayette Instruments, Inc.) was used to program the task and 117 

generate pure tones. Rats were placed into standard operant chambers (80003NS, Lafayette 118 

Instruments, Inc.) and presented with either a target (3000 Hz) tone for 80 ms during go trials or a 119 

distractor (1500 Hz) tone for 80 ms during no-go trials. The sound pressure level of both tones was 60 dB 120 

(i.e. relative to the human approximate threshold of 20 μPa). Both tones were equally probable and 121 

ABET-II randomly selected the inter-trial interval (ITI) to be 1, 2, or 3 seconds. A rat licking prematurely 122 

during the ITI period resulted in a 10 s penalty period during which the rat would not receive another 123 

trial. If the rat continued to lick during the ITI period, it would once again enter the penalty period. 124 

Following a lick-free ITI period, an 80 ms tone played to initiate either a go or no-go trial. For both trial 125 

types, the rats had 3 s to respond appropriately. During go trials, the rats were trained to lick in 126 

response to a target tone (a hit trial) to receive a water reward. A new ITI period would then start six 127 

seconds after the target tone (including the 3 s response window and an additional 3 s grace period 128 

during which further licking was not penalized). If a rat failed to lick after a target tone (a miss trial), it 129 

did not receive the water reward but incurred no further penalty before entering a new ITI period. 130 

During no-go trials, the rats were trained to refrain from licking in response to distractor tones (a correct 131 

rejection trial, CR) for 3 s before entering a new ITI period. If a rat licked within 3 s after a distractor tone 132 
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(a false alarm trial, FA), it entered into the 10 s penalty period. A training session lasted for 40-60 133 

minutes. Rats typically took 40 – 50 training sessions to reach 80% correct on both go and no-go trials, 134 

but we observed rats reach stable performance at this criterion level in as few as 12 training sessions.   135 

Multi-Electrode Array Implantation Surgery: Ten of eleven rats successfully learned the go/no-go task 136 

(80% correct for both go and no-go trials) and underwent surgery for electrode implantation. Rats were 137 

removed from the water-deprivation schedule at least two days before surgery and given bacon-138 

flavored painkiller tablets daily to familiarize them with the flavor of the tablets. Rats were placed in a 139 

stereotaxic apparatus with atraumatic ear-bars during surgery and sedated and anesthetized using 140 

isoflurane (1-2% in O2) and locally anesthetized by bupivacaine (0.125%, 2 mg/kg, 0.16 mL/100g) prior to 141 

incision. 32-microelectrode arrays (Innovative Neurophysiology, Inc.) were implanted in the right frontal 142 

(2.0 mm anterior to bregma, 0.75 mm right from midline and 1.5 mm beneath the brain surface) and 143 

right parietal (4.15 mm posterior to bregma, 3.5 mm right from midline and 1.2 mm beneath the brain 144 

surface) cortices and secured with dental cement. A 2x16 array was placed in the frontal cortex, and a 145 

4x8 array was placed in the parietal cortex. Both arrays had a row spacing of 300 μm and an inter-146 

electrode spacing of 150 μm apart (resulting in anterior-posterior spans of approximately 2.25 mm and 147 

1.05 mm for the frontal and parietal arrays respectively). Our electrodes were 35 microns in diameter 148 

with “micro polished” tips (Innovative Neurophysiology, Inc.) resulting in approximately 962 square 149 

microns of exposed tip area and impedance between 500 -750 Kilo-Ohms @1KHz. The arrays were 150 

grounded by wires attached to skull screws in the left frontal, left parietal and right occipital lobes. 151 

Following surgery, rats were given bupivacaine (0.125%, 2 mg/kg, 0.16 mL/100g) for pain relief up to 48 152 

hours post-surgery. Rats were weighed and monitored for pain daily for one-week post-surgery and 153 

were allowed free access to water and food during recovery. Five of the nine brains (after discarding an 154 

outlier animal described below) included in the FP data set described below were processed 155 

histologically to confirm electrode penetration in the target areas.  Forty-micron coronal sections from 156 
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frontal and parietal cortex were Nissl-stained and electrode penetration tracks (Figure 2) were observed 157 

in both frontal and parietal cortices in each of the five brains.   158 

Electrophysiological Recording: Electrophysiological recordings were performed after at least one week 159 

of recovery from implantation surgery. Rats were briefly anesthetized using isoflurane (4% in O2) to 160 

insert the recording head-stage. Recordings did not begin until the rats exhibited normal motor control. 161 

FP activity referenced to ground was recorded from the frontal and parietal cortices during the go/no-go 162 

task using a Cerebus Data Acquisition System (Blackrock Microsystems) with a 1000 Hz sampling rate. A 163 

150 Hz low-pass filter was applied to remove high-frequency artifacts and noise. For analysis, the FP 164 

data were transferred to Matlab using NeuroExplorer.  165 

Data Pre-Processing: All data analysis was conducted in Matlab on PC computers running Windows 10, 166 

and all sessions underwent pre-processing prior to ERP analysis as described below. The analysis code 167 

described in this paper is freely available online at 168 

https://repository.wellesley.edu/neurosciencefaculty/.  The code is available as Extended Data 1. We 169 

only included a session in our dataset if a chi-squared analysis supported that the proportion of go 170 

responses on target trials was significantly different from the proportion of go responses on distractor 171 

trials (p < 0.001). Due to RAM limitations of our analysis computers, we used 32 FP channels distributed 172 

across both arrays (avoiding neighbor electrodes) rather than the full set of 64. FP trials were defined in 173 

a 1.5 s window starting 0.5 s before the tone and ending 1 s after tone onset. Each session underwent 174 

artifact rejection analysis to discard trials with flat lines or extreme FP signals exceeding 600 μV. If 175 

greater than 10% of trials were found to exceed this cut value on a particular electrode, then that 176 

electrode was omitted from the analysis. In addition, FPs were band-pass filtered between 0.5 – 50 Hz. 177 

After discarding four sessions from one outlier animal described below and five other sessions 178 

contaminated by artifact, the cleaned data set comprised a total of 10,578 trials recorded across 30 179 

sessions in 9 animals, with an average of 353 trials per session being recorded from an average of 13 180 
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frontal channels and 15 parietal channels. All but three of the 30 sessions had more than five surviving 181 

channels on each of its arrays after artifact rejection.   182 

ERP Analysis: FP signals were averaged across surviving FP channels on each array separately to produce 183 

frontal and parietal average FPs, which were then averaged across trials within each trial type (hit, miss, 184 

CR, FA) to produce frontal and parietal ERPs for each session. Grand average ERP plots for each trial type 185 

were produced by averaging ERPs across 30 sessions from 9 rats (Figs. 4,5,8). Each session in the grand 186 

average was weighted according to the number of trials in the session. Our trained animals generally 187 

produced greater numbers of correct than incorrect trials, with average numbers of hit, CR, miss, and FA 188 

trials per session being 153, 117, 32, and 50, respectively.  5 (4) of 30 sessions had fewer than 10 189 

remaining miss (FA) trials after rejecting suspected artifactual trials as described above.   190 

ERP component analysis was also performed for individual sessions to determine peak amplitudes and 191 

latencies for each trial type. The N1, P2, N2, early P3 (P3E), and late P3 (P3L) peaks were defined as the 192 

greatest positive- or negative-going peak found within time windows determined by visual inspection of 193 

the grand average ERP plots and individual session ERPs (see Results). The P2 peak was identified first as 194 

the highest peak (local maximum) between 50 and 150 ms post-tone-onset. The P3E was identified next 195 

as the highest peak between the P2 latency and 365 ms post-tone.  Our main results (see Results) were 196 

unchanged when we re-ran our analysis using an alternate P3E definition that enforced a 60 ms gap 197 

between the P2 and P3E (not shown). The P3L was defined as the highest peak between 350 and 1000 198 

ms post-tone (and in every case was a distinct peak from the P3E). The negative-going N1 peak was 199 

identified as the lowest trough (local minimum) after 10 ms post-tone-onset but before the P2 latency. If 200 

we detected no trough in that window we extended the N1 search to smaller positive latencies. Finally, 201 

the N2 was defined as the lowest trough between the P2 and late P3L latencies, which could appear 202 

before or after the P3E peak. The peak latencies of one animal were consistently delayed in comparison 203 
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to the rest of the dataset (e.g. P2 around 200 ms rather than before 100 ms) so this outlier animal was 204 

omitted from the analysis.  205 

Statistical analysis of ERP component amplitudes and latencies: A three-factor analysis of variance 206 

(ANOVA) was used to examine the effect of Brain Region (frontal or parietal), Trial Type (hit, miss, false 207 

alarm, or correct rejection), and Peak (N1, P2, N2, P3E, or P3L) on ERP component amplitudes and 208 

latencies. All three factors were within-subject repeated measures. Tukey’s Honestly Significant 209 

Difference (HSD) test was used for post-hoc tests. Effects with p < 0.05 were considered statistically 210 

significant.   211 

Spectral analysis of single-trial FPs: To characterize induced oscillatory activity that might relate to the 212 

ERP components we measured, we calculated spectrograms with a sliding 200-ms window in 50-ms 213 

steps, comprising 0.2 s before to 1 s after the tone, using the multitaper Fourier transform approach 214 

implemented by the Chronux Spectral Analysis Toolbox (Bokil, Purpura et al. 2007). The time-bandwidth 215 

product and number of tapers were set to [5 9] for spectrogram calculations as well as coheregram 216 

calculations described below. With a 200-ms analysis window and a 1,000-Hz sampling rate, these 217 

parameters result in spectra with frequency bins ~1 Hz wide. We focused our analysis on frequencies up 218 

to 20 Hz. We calculated spectrograms for each FP channel on each trial, and then averaged over frontal 219 

and parietal electrodes separately to produce frontal and parietal average spectrograms for each trial.  220 

These were then averaged over trials to produce average induced (i.e. non-phase locked to the tone) 221 

frontal and parietal spectrograms for each trial type in each session.  These single-session-spectrograms 222 

were then averaged across sessions to produce grand average frontal and parietal spectrograms for 223 

each trial type. 224 

We also calculated frontal-parietal coheregrams to characterize induced rhythmic coordination of 225 

activity across frontal and parietal cortices, again using a 200-ms window sliding in 50-ms steps. Inter-226 
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area coheregrams were calculated for every frontal-parietal electrode pair on every trial, averaged 227 

across inter-area electrode pairs, and then averaged over trials of each trial type to produce single-228 

session coheregrams.  We averaged the single-session coheregrams to generate grand average induced 229 

inter-area coheregrams for each trial type. 230 

To distinguish regions in the time-frequency plots (spectrograms and coheregrams) in which higher 231 

spectral power or coherence was significantly different on different trial types, we used two-tailed t-232 

tests based on the variability across sessions.  233 

Results 234 

To characterize sensory processing in the frontal-parietal cortical network of rats, we recorded FPs from 235 

micro-electrode arrays implanted in the medio-dorsal frontal and posterior parietal cortex of nine rats 236 

while they performed an equiprobable auditory go/no-go task (Fig. 1A). We histologically confirmed 237 

electrode penetrations into both target areas in five of the nine rats (Fig. 2).   238 

Behavior: Behavioral performance varied across rats and individual recording sessions as shown in Fig. 239 

1B, averaging 80 ± 13% (SD) correct during target trials and 68 ± 21% (SD) correct on distractor trials. In 240 

every recorded session, rats responded by licking significantly more during target trials than during 241 

distractor trials as assessed by a chi-squared proportion comparison (p<0.001), demonstrating that they 242 

were effectively discriminating target and distractor tones despite variations in performance.  243 

On hit trials, it took rats an average of 0.6 ± 0.3 s (SD) from tone onset to produce their lick response, as 244 

compared to an average reaction time (RT) of 1.0 ± 0.7 s (SD) during FA trials. The distributions of RTs on 245 

hit and FA trials were similar (Fig. 1C).  246 

Event-related potentials (ERPs): Figure 3A shows example single-trial FPs recorded from a frontal and 247 

parietal array.  To characterize stimulus-locked frontal-parietal auditory processing, FP responses 248 
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aligned to the onset of target (go) or distractor (no-go) tones were averaged across frontal and parietal 249 

recording electrodes and across hit, miss, correct rejection (CR) and false alarm (FA) trials separately to 250 

generate frontal and parietal event-related potentials (ERPs) for each trial type from each recording 251 

session.  In particular, we aimed to test potential roles of the P2 and P3 (E or L) peaks in target 252 

detection, and possible roles of the N2 or P3 (E or L) peaks in response inhibition.   253 

On hit trials a target was correctly detected, as indicated by a licking response, while a correct rejection 254 

(CR) was characterized by withholding of a licking response following a distractor tone. Figures 3B-D 255 

compare hit and CR ERPs from frontal and parietal cortex during three example recording sessions in 256 

three different rats. These examples illustrate the variability of ERPs across rats, but also show a 257 

consistent pattern that motivates our definitions of five ERP peaks for analysis: two negative-going 258 

peaks called N1 and N2, and three positive-going peaks that we label as P2, P3E (early P3) and P3L (late 259 

P3) as shown in Figure 3B (see Methods).  260 

Note that the N2 can appear before or after the P3E, depending on which side of the sustained 261 

negativity is deeper. Figure 3B shows a case where the N2 appears after the P3E (clearest in the frontal 262 

hit ERP in the left panel), whereas Figure 3C shows an example in which the CR ERP (in the right panel) 263 

has a deeper negativity (the N2) before the P3E. The example in Figure 3D shows that in some ERPs the 264 

P3E is not visible at all or can appear as a “hump” on the downslope of the P2 (in the right panel).  265 

 Hit vs. CR grand ERPs: To capture stimulus-locked processing components that were consistent across 266 

animals, we averaged single-session ERPs to produce grand average ERPs for each trial type. Grand 267 

average hit and CR ERPs are compared in the left panels of Figure 4. The peaks identified in individual 268 

sessions (Fig. 3) are visible in the frontal and parietal grand hit ERPs (Fig. 4 left panels). The most 269 

prominent effect suggested by comparing the hit and CR ERPs is the dramatic amplification of the P2 on 270 

hit trials in both frontal and parietal cortex as compared to CR trials. The frontal and parietal N2 and P3L 271 
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peaks also tend to be larger on hit trials vs. CRs. The N1 is the only component that trends toward being 272 

larger on CRs as compared to hits in the grand ERPs. The right panels of Figure 4 depict the range of 273 

peak amplitudes extracted from individual-session ERPs. 274 

Statistical analysis of peak amplitudes: To better interpret the trends observed in the hit-CR grand ERP 275 

comparison, we performed a three-way repeated-measures ANOVA of individual-session ERP peak 276 

amplitudes, incorporating factors: Brain Region x Trial Type x Peak. We found a main effect of Peak on 277 

amplitude but did not pursue this further as our primary objective was to determine the effect of trial 278 

type on each ERP component. The Brain Region x Peak interaction was significant (F(4,116)=3.1, p = 279 

0.02; see Table 1)a. Post-hoc Tukey tests found the parietal N2, P3E, and P3L peaks to be significantly 280 

larger in amplitude than their frontal counterparts (p = 0.03, 0.04, 0.01)b,c,d.  281 

Our ANOVA also revealed a significant Trial Type x Peak interaction (F(12,348) = 3.8, p = 2 x 10-5)e that 282 

justifies the post-hoc test results reported below for each peak.  283 

N1 peak amplitudes: Pairwise post-hoc tests comparing N1 amplitude on different trial types did not 284 

reveal any significant differences.  285 

P2 peak amplitudes: A post-hoc Tukey test found the amplification of the P2 peak on hits compared to 286 

CRs (noted above from the grand ERPs in Fig. 4) to be highly significant ( p = 0.006)f. Amplification of the 287 

P2 peak on hits as compared to CRs might reflect target identification or behavioral (motor) response 288 

activation, which both occur on hits but not CR trials. To constrain this interpretation, we compared hit 289 

to FA ERPs (Figure 5) because both hits and FAs involve a motor response (lick), but actual target 290 

detection occurs only on hit trials. The frontal and parietal P2 peaks are significantly larger on hits than 291 

FAs in both the grand ERPs and component analysis (Tukey’s HSD, p = 0.0009)g, suggesting the P2 292 

enhancement on hit trials cannot be solely attributed to response activation or neural correlates of 293 

licking for water.  The P2 tended to also be larger on hits than miss trials (Fig. 6), though this difference 294 
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was not significant (p = 0.3)h. It is possible that the P2 evoked response to the higher frequency target is 295 

larger than the response to the lower frequency distractor independent of task context, though previous 296 

passive recordings did not reveal any frequency tuning of the P2 component (Knight, Brailowsky et al. 297 

1985). To further constrain this possibility, we recorded ERP responses in two rats (distinct from all rats 298 

in the active go/no-go data set) to equiprobable passive presentation of the two tones used in our active 299 

task (Fig. 7). In both rats the P2 amplitude in response to the lower pitch (1500 Hz, the distractor in the 300 

active go/no-go task) tended to be larger than the response to the higher pitch (3000 Hz, the target in 301 

the active task). This difference was significant in the pooled data (paired t-test, dof = 9, p = 0.04)i.  302 

N2 peak amplitudes: The grand hit ERPs show a negative dip (the N2; especially in parietal cortex) that is 303 

essentially absent from the grand CR ERPs (Fig. 4), providing no support for a “no-go N2” in rats, at least 304 

in the context of the equiprobable go/no-go task. To further investigate potential correlates of response 305 

inhibition we compared CR ERPs to miss trial ERPs (Fig. 8). Since no licking response is executed in either 306 

CR trials or miss trials, any difference between miss and CR ERPs could reflect active response inhibition.   307 

Though the difference is not visible in the grand ERPs of Figure 8, the N2 peak extracted from individual 308 

sessions was significantly larger (i.e. more negative) on miss trials as compared to CR trials (Tukey’s HSD, 309 

p = 0.003)j.    310 

 P3E peak amplitudes: The P3E amplitude on miss trials was significantly larger than on CR trials (see Fig. 311 

8; Tukey’s HSD, p = 0.03)k. 312 

P3L peak amplitudes: The P3L amplitude was significantly larger on miss trials than CR trials (see Fig. 8; p 313 

= 4 x 10-6)l and FA trials (Fig. 8; p = 0.04)m. 314 

To further constrain interpretation of the amplification of miss trials noted on the N2, P3E, and P3L 315 

peaks, we performed a statistical comparison of ERP variances on different trial types. Levene’s test of 316 

equal variances revealed a significant difference among the FP amplitude variances of the four trial 317 
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types (Quadratic Levene test, F(3,236) = 3.9, p = 0.009)n. A follow-up test showed that variances on miss 318 

and FA trials were significantly larger than on hit and CR trials (Quadratic Levene test, F(1,238) = 8.5, p = 319 

0.004)o. 320 

Peak latency analysis:  Figure 9 shows the range of latencies of each peak across sessions. A three-way 321 

ANOVA performed on the latencies of the ERP component peaks did not reveal any significant effect of 322 

Brain Region or Trial Type on peak latencies. 323 

Spectral analysis: Spectrograms: To investigate whether the ERP peaks we observed are related to the 324 

onset of events within particular frequency bands, we calculated spectrograms quantifying oscillatory 325 

power for every electrode in a sliding 200 ms window relative to tone onset on every trial. We averaged 326 

these separately across frontal and parietal electrodes and across each trial type separately to generate 327 

frontal and parietal average spectrograms for each trial type for each session. The single-session-328 

spectrograms were averaged to produce grand average frontal and parietal spectrograms.  Figure 10 329 

compares hit to CR spectrograms.  In both frontal and parietal cortices both trial types exhibit typical 330 

power spectra with relatively large power at lower frequencies, and both show a modest increase in 331 

low-frequency power induced by the tone at t = 0 (Fig. 10A and B).    The difference spectrograms in Fig. 332 

10C (hit spectrogram – CR spectrogram) reveal distinct phenomena in different frequency bands.  The 333 

tone-induced power between 7 and 14 Hz tends to be greater on CRs than hits, whereas at frequencies 334 

below 7 Hz and above 14 Hz, hit trials have more power than CRs.   Figure 10D plots the significance of 335 

these differences in terms of the p-values produced by conducting a t-test at each time-frequency bin.    336 

To investigate potential rhythmic contributions to the larger peak amplitudes observed on miss trials 337 

(see Fig. 8), we compared miss to CR spectrograms (Fig. 11).  In both frontal and parietal cortex miss 338 

trials tend to show greater power than CRs, particularly at the lower frequencies.  Interestingly, the 339 

difference spectra (Fig. 11C) in both frontal and parietal cortices reveal a band in the theta range (near 7 340 
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Hz) with particularly high power on misses as compared to CRs—both before and after presentation of 341 

the unpredictably-timed tone.  Comparing spectrograms on hit and miss trials revealed a similar excess 342 

of power near 7 Hz on miss trials as compared to hits (Figure 12), again both before and after the tone at 343 

t=0. In parietal cortex this excess power on miss trials extended to a broader range of frequencies.  344 

Coheregrams: To reveal any inter-area rhythmic synchronization events that might contribute to ERP 345 

components, we also calculated coheregrams for each frontal-parietal electrode pair on every trial. We 346 

averaged these over inter-area electrode pairs and across trials of each type separately to generate 347 

single-session coheregrams for each trial type.  We then averaged the single-session coheregrams to 348 

produce grand average coheregrams.  Average coheregrams on hit and CR trials are compared in Figure 349 

13.  Unlike the power spectra displayed in the spectrograms of Figures 10-12, the inter-area coherence 350 

spectra are not skewed toward the lower frequencies (Fig. 13A and B).  The difference coheregram in 351 

Figure 13C shows greater induced fontal-parietal coherence on hit than CR trials at all frequencies up to 352 

20 Hz. Figure 13D plots the significance of these differences in terms of p-values of t-tests at each time-353 

frequency bin.  Comparing hit coheregrams to miss coheregrams (Figure 14) shows greater induced 354 

coherence on hit trials at all frequencies up to 20 Hz, from about 250 ms to 650 ms post tone, but no 355 

significant effects prior to the tone.  This is in contrast to the local power in each area, which was 356 

greater on misses than hits, even before the tone (Fig. 12).   We also compared miss to CR coheregrams 357 

but found no significant differences (not shown) and no sign of inter-area coherence specific to the 358 

theta-frequency rhythm present on misses in each cortical area individually (Figs. 11 and 12).   359 

Discussion  360 

To characterize cortical ERP responses in rats during auditory target detection and behavioral response 361 

inhibition we recorded FPs from multiple sites in medial-dorsal frontal and posterior parietal cortex 362 

while rats performed an auditory go/no-go discrimination task. Lower average performance on 363 
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distractor (no-go) trials as compared to target (go) trials supports that active response inhibition was 364 

required to control the impulse to lick on distractor trials. 365 

The P2 amplitude reflects target detection, not just response activation: We observed an amplification 366 

of the P2 amplitude on hit trials as compared to correct rejections (CRs), consistent with the 367 

involvement of P2 activity in target detection or initiation of a licking response, which both occur during 368 

hit but not CR trials. That we also observed an elevated P2 amplitude on hits compared to false alarm 369 

trials (FAs), supports that this amplification cannot solely be accounted for in terms of licking-related 370 

activity. Thus, we conclude that neural activity underlying the P2 ERP peak is involved in detection of the 371 

target tone. We also observed a non-significant trend toward larger P2 amplitude on hit trials than 372 

misses, which is consistent with the target detection interpretation of the P2 function. We did not 373 

observe any significant difference between the frontal and parietal P2 amplitudes.  374 

In principle the P2 might have been larger in amplitude on hit trials than CRs or FAs due to the target 375 

pitch (3000 Hz) intrinsically (i.e. independent of target detection or attentional state) eliciting a larger P2 376 

response than the distractor pitch (1500 Hz), despite their identical physical intensity. However, as there 377 

was no significant difference between the P2 on miss trials (when the target pitch was presented) and 378 

either CRs or FAs (when the distractor was presented), significant pitch “tuning” in the P2 response is 379 

unlikely. Furthermore, recordings in two control animals during the equally probable passive 380 

presentation of the two pitches revealed a significant trend toward a larger P2 amplitude in response to 381 

the low pitch as compared to the higher pitch. While these data are not sufficient to establish frequency 382 

tuning in the rat P2 component, tuning following the trend in our data would reduce the relative P2 383 

amplification on hit trials that we observed. Consistent with these considerations, an investigation of 384 

frequency tuning of the auditory ERP in rats did not report significant tuning of this auditory ERP 385 

component (Knight, Brailowsky et al. 1985). We thus conclude the P2 amplification we observed on hit 386 

trials most likely reflects target detection related neural activity.  387 
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This conclusion is comparable to findings from surface recordings in rats (Shinba 1997, Ahnaou 2018) 388 

which show a P2 with a parietal maximum that was larger in response to target than distractor tones in 389 

a head-fixed auditory “active oddball” task. This refers to a go/no-go task in which the targets are 390 

relatively rare. Similar observations have been reported by others in anterior cingulate cortex and 391 

hippocampus, but without statistically comparing P2 amplitude on different trial types (Hattori, Onoda 392 

et al. 2010). However, in another study, skull recordings at the vertex failed to show a significant 393 

difference between P2 amplitudes in response to targets and standards in an auditory active oddball 394 

task (Sambeth, Maes et al. 2003).  395 

Regardless, as target trials were rare in these previous studies, “oddball” amplification of responses to 396 

rare tones was conflated with effects of target detection processes during the active task. Indeed, 397 

frontal and parietal cortical rare-tone amplification effects have been reported in rats at multiple ERP 398 

peaks including the P2 (Imada, Morris et al. 2013). In contrast to these previous studies, the target and 399 

distractor stimuli were presented with equal probability in our auditory go/no-go task, so a rare-tone 400 

amplification effect is ruled out. Thus, to our knowledge the present results are the first to specifically 401 

implicate the rat P2 in target detection as distinct from response activation processes during an auditory 402 

go/no-go task.  403 

The P2 enhancement we observed during hit trials in rat frontal and parietal cortex appears analogous 404 

to the go-P2 around 200 ms post-stimulus reported in recent equiprobable auditory go/no-go ERP 405 

experiments in humans (Borchard, Barry et al. 2015) and other auditory go/no-go studies (Gajewski and 406 

Falkenstein 2013). The human frontal-parietal P2 peak was larger during go trials and could thus be 407 

associated with response activation or target detection as we found in the rat.  408 

The N2 negativity does not index response inhibition but may reflect error processing: In our dataset 409 

the N2 amplitude was not consistently associated with active response inhibition on no-go trials. We 410 
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instead found that the N2 amplitude is larger on miss than correct rejection trials, which might indicate 411 

error-related cortical processing. This interpretation is dubious in our dataset because our rats were 412 

relatively proficient at the task, resulting in fewer incorrect than correct trials in each session, leading to 413 

a significantly greater variance in our incorrect-trial ERPs than correct-trial ERPs. Greater variability 414 

could be reflected as a bias toward systematically larger peaks in the miss trial ERPs. Thus, while our 415 

results are consistent with the possibility that the N2 negativity reflects processing or monitoring of 416 

behavioral errors, we cannot rule out a contribution from bias due to different-sized samples of each 417 

trial type. 418 

The N2 amplitude has been associated with error-processing in some human ERP experiments. In this 419 

context the component is known as the error-related N2 or error negativity (Ne) (Falkenstein, 420 

Hohnsbein et al. 1991, Scheffers, Coles et al. 1996, Botvinick, Nystrom et al. 1999, Kok, Ramautar et al. 421 

2004). The N2 response we observed in rats may be analogous to these error-related negativities 422 

described in human ERPs.  Future experiments may be able to address this issue more decisively if more 423 

difficult tasks are used to elicit greater numbers of error trials.  424 

In humans, multiple go/no-go ERP studies using visual or auditory stimuli have reported a frontal-central 425 

“no-go N2” around 200-400 ms post-stimulus that is enhanced during no-go relative to go trials 426 

(Pfefferbaum, Ford et al. 1985, Jodo and Kayama 1992, Sasaki, Gemba et al. 1993, Watanabe, Hirai et al. 427 

2002, Bekker, Kenemans et al. 2005, Bekker, Kenemans et al. 2005, Kaiser, Weiss et al. 2006, Smith, 428 

Johnstone et al. 2007, Borchard, Barry et al. 2015). Because the no-go N2 was present even when 429 

targets on go-trials were merely counted mentally rather than their presence being reported with an 430 

overt behavioral response (Pfefferbaum, Ford et al. 1985, Smith, Johnstone et al. 2008), it may reflect 431 

“cognitive control” (Folstein and Van Petten 2008) or “cognitive inhibition” in auditory (Smith, 432 

Johnstone et al. 2008) and visual go/no-go tasks (Gajewski and Falkenstein 2013), rather than motor 433 
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inhibition. Again, our results do not support that such a process occurs in the rat brain, at least in the 434 

context of equiprobable target and distractor stimuli. 435 

The (earlier) P3E peak does not reflect target detection, consistent with a previously identified role in 436 

deviance-detection: Previous rat work reporting a P3 response around 200 - 250 ms (Yamaguchi, Globus 437 

et al. 1993, Imada, Morris et al. 2013) suggest this component reflects novelty or deviance analogously 438 

to the human P3a (Linden 2005, Polich 2007). However, other rat studies have reported a go-related P3 439 

with peak latencies overlapping the novelty-related P3 but ranging to later times up to or exceeding 400 440 

ms post-stimulus (Shinba 1997, Sambeth, Maes et al. 2003, Hattori, Onoda et al. 2010). We therefore 441 

defined separate early and late P3 peaks.  442 

Neither stimulus in our experiments was rare compared to the other, so we expect no novelty, deviance, 443 

or mismatch-related contribution to the P3E in our experiments. This task design allowed us to attribute 444 

a role in target detection to the P2. In contrast to the P2, we did not find support for the P3E having a 445 

role in target detection. Rather, we noted that the P3E amplitude on miss trials was significantly larger 446 

than on CR trials. While this might reflect error processing after failed go-trials, this interpretation is 447 

subject to the same concern as the previously discussed N2 error-related results, as the miss ERPs are 448 

based on fewer trials than the CR ERP from the same session. 449 

The (later) P3L peak does not index target detection, response inhibition or production: We observed a 450 

significantly larger P3L on misses than FAs, arguing against a role of the P3L in response production.  The 451 

P3L was also significantly larger on misses than CRs, and not significantly different on hits and misses, 452 

arguing against a role of the P3L in target detection. As previously mentioned, interpreting the larger 453 

P3L amplitude on miss trials as an indication of error-processing is subject to the concern that error 454 

trials were fewer and their associated ERPs more variable, likely resulting in a bias towards larger peak 455 

amplitudes on incorrect trials.  456 
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Previous auditory ERP studies in the rat have generally presented ERPs showing a larger target P3 than 457 

distractor P3, which in some cases may not be present at all (Shinba 1997, Sambeth, Maes et al. 2003, 458 

Hattori, Onoda et al. 2010, Ahnaou 2018). These studies used “oddball” paradigms meaning that target 459 

tones were rare compared to distractors. Their results are consistent with the P3 playing a role in target 460 

detection or response production, but since the target tones were rare compared to distractors in these 461 

studies, interpretation of the P3 is confounded by potential “oddball” responses to the rare target tones.  462 

Similarly, multiple human studies (e.g. (Pfefferbaum, Ford et al. 1985, Rockstroh, Muller et al. 1996, 463 

Ochoa and Polich 2000)) describe a P3 peak around 300 ms post-stimulus with a parietal or parietal-464 

central maximum that is larger during target than standard trials in oddball tasks. In equiprobable 465 

go/no-go tasks this P3 has been associated with response production (Pfefferbaum, Ford et al. 1985, 466 

Borchard, Barry et al. 2015), as well as target detection in auditory mental counting experiments 467 

without direct motor responses (Picton and Hillyard 1974, Wronka, Kaiser et al. 2008). 468 

Our results do not support a role for either the early or late P3 peak in target detection. Rather they 469 

suggest that the larger P3 on target trials noted in previous rat work could be due to an oddball 470 

amplification of the target response as opposed to target detection.  Our P3 results are consistent with a 471 

study of parietal ERPs in rats performing a visual sustained attention task, which found a “P300” 472 

response (peaking before about 250 ms post-target-onset) that was sensitive to target stimulus duration 473 

but not to detection (i.e. no hit-miss difference) or attentional load (Broussard and Givens 2010). They 474 

concluded that the parietal P3 reflected “sensory aspects of the target, and not detection per se.”      475 

General comparison to human ERPs: In terms of comparing the phenomenology of rat auditory ERPs to 476 

humans’, Sambeth et al (2003) considered the rat P1, N1, P2, N2, and P3 peaks as corresponding to 477 

human ERP components simply according to their order of occurrence and polarity, and found the peak 478 

latencies in the rat to be 1.8 times earlier in the rat as compared to humans in roughly matched rat and 479 
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human auditory active oddball paradigms—except for the P3 which occurred at roughly the same 480 

latency in rats and humans (350 – 380 ms in that study). On this basis they suggested the earlier peaks 481 

reflect “sensory processes” while the P3 reflects a more “cognitive…elaborative processing of stimuli” 482 

that is amplified by the expectation of reward in the active task. This is consistent with the 483 

demonstration of rare-tone response enhancements of the P3E in rats that could not be accounted for 484 

by simple stimulus-specific adaptation mechanisms (Imada, Morris et al. 2013), suggesting some more 485 

sophisticated memory comparison at the P3E between rare oddball tones and the recent history of 486 

standard tones.  487 

As discussed previously, the human ERP literature suggests the involvement of the P2 and P3 ERP 488 

components in target detection and response production, and potential involvement of the N2 and P3 489 

components in response inhibition.  While our recordings from rat brain support the role of the P2 peak 490 

specifically in target detection, our results do not support a major role of the P3 in target detection. 491 

Rather, our results are more consistent with those of Broussard et al (2010) who reported a parietal P3 492 

response in a visual task that was not modulated by attentional load and was virtually the same on hit 493 

and miss trials.  Thus, despite the identification of P3 responses in rat brain that share some properties 494 

with their human analogues, the rat P3 responses do not appear to share the role in target detection or 495 

response production that has been reported for the human P3.   496 

Similarly, our results do not reveal any obvious analogue in the rat of no-go N2 or no-go P3 responses 497 

described in some human studies. We cannot decisively conclude at this stage whether these 498 

differences represent real species differences or differences in task context. These no-go peaks might 499 

emerge in rats, as in humans (Nieuwenhuis, Yeung et al. 2004), when targets are relatively frequent and 500 

distractors are rare, leading to greater priming of the go-response and more difficulty or conflict in 501 

attempting to inhibit the go-response.  502 
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Induced oscillatory contributions to ERPs: The similar latency of P3 responses in humans and rats in 503 

contrast to the earlier evoked potential components recalls the suggestion that oscillatory brain 504 

mechanisms may be tuned to maintain a similar set of frequencies across species from rodents to 505 

humans (Buzsaki, Logothetis et al. 2013), and raises interesting questions about how stimulus-induced 506 

oscillations may be related to ERP components (Broussard and Givens 2010, Ahnaou 2018). Our spectral 507 

analysis found that post-stimulus induced low-frequency power (1-7 Hz) was greater on hit trials than 508 

CRs, especially in frontal cortex, whereas power between 8 and 14 Hz was suppressed on hit relative to 509 

CRs.  We also calculated average coherence between frontal and parietal electrodes as a function of 510 

time during each trial, and observed broadband coherence induced on hit trials as compared to CRs or 511 

misses.  The induced low-frequency power and broadband inter-area coherence on hit trials could 512 

reflect detection-related activity but are likely to also reflect rhythmic licking for water.   513 

Comparing miss trials to CRs and hits with our spectral analysis revealed a band near 7 Hz at which 514 

power was particularly elevated on miss trials, even before the onset of the tone. Since we observed 515 

greater N2, P3E and P3L amplitudes on miss trials compared to CRs (see above), it is possible that our P3 516 

and N2 ERP results reflect error-related oscillatory activity in the theta range as has been reported in the 517 

context of a delayed reaction-time task (Narayanan, Cavanagh et al. 2013, Laubach, Caetano et al. 2015), 518 

particularly since our P3L definition allowed later peaks (up to 1000 ms latency) than most previous 519 

studies (typically not later than 500 ms latency). However, our observation of elevated theta-power 520 

before the unpredictably timed tone on miss trials suggests instead a spontaneous state of reduced 521 

attention that predisposes the animal towards failing to respond to—missing—the target tone. This is 522 

consistent with results from a study of cortical oscillatory dynamics in rats performing a simple auditory 523 

detection task with unpredictably timed target tones (Herzog, Salehi et al. 2014).  However, that latter 524 

study found that both increased low-frequency power and inter-area (frontal-parietal) coherence 525 

predicted miss-trials, whereas our pre-stimulus result was specific to the local synchronization (i.e. 526 
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power) and did not appear in the inter-area coheregrams.  This difference between studies may reflect a 527 

heightened state of sustained attention during our more complicated discrimination task, resulting in 528 

less global low-frequency synchronization (i.e. inter-area coherence) even during the animal’s least 529 

attentive moments during a session, just before miss trials.   530 

Conclusions 531 

 Frontal and parietal ERPs corroborate the existence of distinct P3E and P3L peaks in rats, as has 532 

been previously reported. 533 

 We found detection of the target tone to be indexed by a larger P2 peak in frontal and parietal 534 

cortex on hit trials. The P2 amplitude does not solely reflect preparation of a motor response.  535 

This is the main result of the present study and appears to support consistent functions of the 536 

P2 in rats and humans. 537 

 We did not observe any clear correlate of target detection or response inhibition at the N1, N2, 538 

P3E or P3L peaks.  This is in contrast to human studies suggesting P3 involvement in target 539 

detection and motor response inhibition, and N2 involvement in cognitive response inhibition. 540 

 Trends towards larger N2, P3E and P3L amplitudes on miss trials than correct rejections may 541 

indicate neural processing of behavioral errors. 542 

These results complement previous work in rats using active oddball tasks, as our experiments did not 543 

confound potential rare-tone response amplifications (“oddball responses”) with other factors that 544 

modulate peak amplitudes.  Our quantification of task-related modulation of rat equiprobable go/no-go 545 

ERPs constrains potential cortical mechanisms of auditory discrimination. Moreover, our study of 546 

invasive multi-site FP recordings during active auditory discrimination behavior contributes to the 547 

growing literature showing that the rat brain can be used to probe neural processes of sensation, 548 
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perception, and cognitive control in ways that are often more feasible and less expensive in rats than in 549 

humans or non-human primates.  550 
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 658 

Figure and Table Legends 659 

Figure 1. Rat behavior. (A) Auditory go/no-go discrimination task: Rats were presented equiprobably 660 

with either a target or distractor tone, followed by a 3-second response window. Licks in response to the 661 

target tone (a hit) result in a squirt of water, while failing to lick (a miss) forfeits the opportunity for 662 

water reward. Licking in response to the distractor tone is deemed a false alarm (FA) and results in a 10 663 

second penalty period. A correct rejection (CR) refers to when the rat successfully refrains from licking 664 

after the distractor tone. Licks during the inter-trial interval were punished with a 10 s time out. On hit 665 
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trials, rats were given a 3-second grace period after the response period, during which additional licks 666 

would not be penalized. (B) Distribution of single-session behavioral performance (percent correct) of 667 

each rat on target (go, black box plots) and distractor (no-go, gray box plots) trials, shown by the median 668 

performance (horizontal lines), the typical range (vertical boxes), and putative outlier sessions (plus 669 

signs).  The right Group column plots the distribution of performances for the whole group of nine rats.   670 

(C) Reaction time histogram of first-lick latencies on hit (black line) and false alarm (FA, gray line) trials 671 

cumulated over 30 go/no-go sessions in nine rats.  672 

Figure 2. Histology. Representative Nissl-stained coronal sections (left panels) showing electrode 673 

penetrations in the right hemisphere (next to the 1 mm vertical calibration bar) of dorso-medial frontal 674 

(A) and posterior parietal (B) cortex.  The right panels show diagrams from the Paxinos and Watson rat 675 

brain atlas (Paxinos 1997) with their designations for the cortical areas 2.7 mm anterior to bregma (in A; 676 

Cg1 is cingulate cortex, M2 and M1 are secondary and primary motor cortex) and 4.16 mm posterior to 677 

bregma (in B; PtA is parietal association cortex, RSA is retrosplenial agranular cortex, and CA1 and CA3 678 

are fields of the hippocampus). 679 

Figure 3. Single-trial FPs and single-session frontal and parietal auditory ERPs. (A) Single-electrode field 680 

potentials (FPs) recorded in frontal (left panel) and parietal (right panel) cortex on three example hit 681 

trials. (B)-(D)  Single-session hit (black traces) and correct rejection (CR, gray traces) event-related 682 

potentials (ERPs, in microvolts) recorded in frontal (left panels) and parietal (right panels) cortex of a 683 

different rat in each row. The ERPs shown are averaged frontal and parietal field potentials (FPs) 684 

referenced to the onset of the target or distractor tone at t = 0 on the horizontal axis. Upwards and 685 

downwards triangles label the approximate latencies and amplitudes of the N1, P2, N2, P3E and P3L 686 

peaks identified by our automated analysis.  687 
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Figure 4. Comparison of hit and CR trial grand average ERPs and component amplitudes. Grand ERPs 688 

and peak amplitudes from frontal and parietal cortex are shown in the upper and lower panels 689 

respectively. FPs from the frontal or parietal cortex were averaged to produce ERPs (left panels) for hit 690 

(black traces and black box plots) and correct rejection trials (CRs, gray traces and gray box plots). The 691 

ERPs were referenced to the onset of the tone.  We used the peak amplitudes of the session ERPs to 692 

compute the component amplitudes for each session whose distribution is shown by the box plots in the 693 

right panels. Horizontal lines show median peak amplitude, white x’s denote the mean amplitude, and 694 

plus-signs denote putative outliers outside 1.5 x the interquartile range. In calculating the grand average 695 

ERPs, the single-session ERPs were weighted according to each session’s number of trials to give greater 696 

weight to the more statistically reliable (i.e. higher-n) ERPs. The asterisk indicates a significant target-697 

detection-related amplification of the P2 peak on hits compared to CRs (Tukey’s HSD, p = 0.006)f.   698 

Figure 5. Hit vs. FA ERPs and component amplitudes. As in Fig. 4, grand ERPs and peak amplitudes from 699 

frontal and parietal cortex are shown in the upper and lower panels respectively. FPs from the frontal or 700 

parietal cortex were averaged to produce ERPs (left panels) for hit (black traces and black box plots) and 701 

false alarm trials (FAs, gray traces and gray box plots). The ERPs were referenced to the onset of the 702 

tone.  We used the peak amplitudes of the session ERPs to compute the component amplitudes for each 703 

session whose distribution is shown by the box plots in the right panels. Horizontal lines show median 704 

peak amplitude, white x’s denote the mean amplitude, and plus-signs denote putative outliers outside 705 

1.5 x the interquartile range. In calculating the grand average ERPs, the single-session ERPs were 706 

weighted according to each session’s number of trials to give greater weight to the more statistically 707 

reliable (i.e. higher-n) ERPs. The asterisk indicates a significant amplification of the P2 peak on hits 708 

compared to FAs (Tukey’s HSD, p = 0.0009)g).     709 

Figure 6. Single-session ERP-peak amplitudes by trial type.  Each row presents box plots of peak 710 

amplitudes (in microvolts) extracted from single-session ERPs for each trial type (hits, misses, correct 711 
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rejections, and false alarms). Peak amplitudes from frontal and parietal ERPs are shown in the left and 712 

right panels respectively.  As in previous box plots horizontal lines show median peak amplitude, white 713 

x’s denote the mean amplitude, and plus-signs denote putative outliers outside 1.5 x the interquartile 714 

range.  715 

Figure 7. ERP responses to equiprobable passive presentation of lower-pitched and higher-pitched 716 

tones equivalent to the distractor and target tones respectively in the active go/no-go task.  (A) and (B) 717 

show ERPs and peak amplitudes for two different rats. Upper panels depict frontal and parietal ERPs 718 

recorded in response to the lower pitch (black traces) or higher pitch (gray traces), while lower panels 719 

show box plots (with conventions as in previous figures) of peak amplitudes for lower pitch (black) or 720 

higher pitch (gray) ERPs. The lower pitch (distractor in the active context) tends to elicit a larger P2 peak 721 

than the higher pitch; this difference was significant in the pooled data (paired t-test, dof = 9, p = 0.04)i. 722 

In the passive context rats were not water-restricted and had no access to a lick tube.   723 

Figure 8. Comparison of CR and miss trial ERPs and component amplitudes.  As in Fig. 4, grand ERPs 724 

and peak amplitudes from frontal and parietal cortex are shown in the upper and lower panels 725 

respectively. FPs from the frontal or parietal cortex were averaged to produce ERPs (left panels) for 726 

correct rejection (CRs, black traces and black box plots) and miss trials (gray traces and gray box plots). 727 

The ERPs were referenced to the onset of the tone.  We used the peak amplitudes of the session ERPs to 728 

compute the component amplitudes for each session whose distribution is shown by the box plots in the 729 

right panels. As above, horizontal lines show median peak amplitude, white x’s denote the mean 730 

amplitude, and plus-signs indicate putative outliers outside 1.5 x the interquartile range. In calculating 731 

the grand average ERPs, the single-session ERPs were weighted according to each session’s number of 732 

trials to give greater weight to the more statistically reliable (i.e. higher-n) ERPs.  Asterisks indicate 733 

significantly greater peak amplitude on miss trials compared to CRs at the N2 (Tukey’s HSD, p = 0.003)j, 734 

P3E (p = 4 x 10-6)l, and P3L (p = 0.04)m peaks.   735 
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Figure 9. Distribution of ERP peak latencies on hit (black crosses) and CR (gray crosses) trials. Each cross 736 

marks the latency of the respective peak (labelled on the vertical axis) in the ERP from one of 30 737 

recording sessions (from nine rats) in our data set. The N1 peak was not identified in every session and is 738 

omitted from the figure.  739 

Figure 10. Average Hit and CR spectrograms from frontal (left panels) and parietal (right panels) 740 

electrodes, aligned to tone onset at t = 0.  Hit and correct rejection (CR) spectrograms are shown in rows 741 

(A) and (B) respectively.  Row (C) shows the difference between average H and CR spectrograms (hit 742 

minus CR), such that the light blue and yellow time-frequency bins indicate greater hit-power than CR-743 

power, and dark blue bins indicate greater CR-power than hit-power.  The color axes in rows A-C show 744 

power transformed to arbitrary logarithmic units to allow smaller-amplitude features at higher 745 

frequencies to be visible.  Row (D) shows the significance of a two-tailed t-test comparing spectral 746 

power on hits and CR trials at each time-frequency bin, based on the variability of the trial-averaged 747 

power across sessions (n = 30).  The statistical significance of the hit-CR difference at each time-748 

frequency bin is plotted as log10(1/p) such that differences from dark blue on the color scale indicates 749 

significant differences above the 95% confidence level, while light blue (color-scale = 2) and yellow (color 750 

= 3) indicate significance with 99% and 99.9% confidence respectively (i.e. since log10(1/0.001) = 3; not 751 

corrected for multiple comparisons; the t-tests were based on raw trial-averaged spectral powers in 752 

units of square-microvolts per Hz, not the logarithmically transformed values displayed in rows A-C). 753 

Figure 11. Average Miss and CR spectrograms from frontal (left panels) and parietal (right panels) 754 

electrodes, aligned to tone onset at t = 0.  Miss and correct rejection (CR) spectrograms are shown in 755 

rows (A) and (B) respectively.  Row (C) shows the difference between average miss and CR spectrograms 756 

(miss minus CR), such that the light blue and yellow time-frequency bins indicate greater miss-power 757 

than CR-power, and dark blue bins indicate greater CR-power than miss-power.  The color axes in rows 758 

A-C show power transformed to arbitrary logarithmic units to allow smaller-amplitude features at higher 759 
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frequencies to be visible.  Row (D) shows the significance of a two-tailed t-test comparing spectral 760 

power on hits and CR trials at each time-frequency bin, based on the variability of the trial-averaged 761 

power across sessions (n = 30).  The statistical significance of the miss-CR difference at each time-762 

frequency bin is plotted as log10(1/p) such that differences from dark blue on the color scale indicates 763 

significant differences above the 95% confidence level, while light blue (color-scale = 2) and yellow (color 764 

= 3) indicate significance with 99% and 99.9% confidence respectively (i.e. since log10(1/0.001) = 3; not 765 

corrected for multiple comparisons; the t-tests were based on raw trial-averaged spectral powers in 766 

units of square-microvolts per Hz, not the logarithmically transformed values displayed in rows A-C). 767 

Figure 12. Average Hit and Miss spectrograms from frontal (left panels) and parietal (right panels) 768 

electrodes, aligned to tone onset at t = 0.  Hit and Miss spectrograms are shown in rows (A) and (B) 769 

respectively.  Row (C) shows the difference between average hit and miss spectrograms (hit minus miss), 770 

such that the light blue and yellow time-frequency bins indicate greater hit-power than miss-power, and 771 

dark blue bins indicate greater miss-power than hit-power.  The color axes in rows A-C show power 772 

transformed to arbitrary logarithmic units to allow smaller-amplitude features at higher frequencies to 773 

be visible.  Row (D) shows the significance of a two-tailed t-test comparing spectral power on hit and 774 

miss trials at each time-frequency bin, based on the variability of the trial-averaged power across 775 

sessions (n = 30).  The statistical significance of the hit-miss difference at each time-frequency bin is 776 

plotted as log10(1/p) such that differences from dark blue on the color scale indicates significant 777 

differences above the 95% confidence level, while light blue (color-scale = 2) and yellow (color = 3) 778 

indicate significance with 99% and 99.9% confidence respectively (i.e. since log10(1/0.001) = 3; not 779 

corrected for multiple comparisons; the t-tests were based on raw trial-averaged spectral powers in 780 

units of square-microvolts per Hz, not the logarithmically transformed values displayed in rows A-C). 781 

Figure 13. Average Hit and CR coheregrams showing frontal-parietal coherence spectra as a function of 782 

time relative to tone onset at t = 0.  Coheregrams were averaged across trials and inter-area electrode 783 
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pairs, then across sessions.  (A) Average hit frontal-parietal coheregram.  (B) Average CR frontal-parietal 784 

coheregram.  The color axes in A and B depict dimensionless coherence values that can in principle 785 

range between zero and one. (C) Difference between hit and CR coheregrams (hit minus CR).  (D) Time-786 

frequency bins where the hit-CR coherence difference is significant at the 99% CL or above are plotted 787 

as log10(1/p) where p is the p-value resulting from a two-tailed t-test based on the variability across 788 

sessions.  789 

Figure 14. Average Hit and Miss coheregrams showing frontal-parietal coherence spectra as a function 790 

of time relative to tone onset at t = 0.  Coheregrams were averaged across trials and inter-area electrode 791 

pairs, then across sessions.  (A) Average hit frontal-parietal coheregram.  (B) Average miss frontal-792 

parietal coheregram.  The color axes in A and B depict dimensionless coherence values that can in 793 

principle range between zero and one. (C) Difference between hit and miss coheregrams (hit minus 794 

miss).  (D) Time-frequency bins where the hit-CR coherence difference is significant at the 99% CL or 795 

above are plotted as log10(1/p) where p is the p-value resulting from a two-tailed t-test based on the 796 

variability across sessions. 797 

 798 

Table 1: Statistical results. The letters in the left column are superscripts labeling each statistical result 799 

reported in the text. The second and third columns from left describe the data distribution and statistical 800 

test used in each case.   The two right-most columns list p-values reported in the text and the estimated 801 

post-hoc power corresponding to each p-value. We estimated post-hoc power of F tests using equation 802 

4 from Lenth (2007) cited in (Pek and Park 2019) and estimated post-hoc power of the pairwise post-hoc 803 

tests as the post-hoc power of the equivalent t-test using the Matlab function sampsizepwr.m.  804 

Extended Data 1. The analysis package used to perform the data pre-processing and statistical analyses 805 

of ERP component amplitudes and latencies described in the Materials and Methods consists of several 806 
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Matlab mfiles. The master code, loopfiles_go_nogo.m, defines the sessions to be analyzed, loops 807 

through them to extract ERPs from each, and subsequently calls key functions such as 808 

get_evoked_peaks_go_nogo.m, which is used to calculate ERP component amplitudes and latencies. 809 

Other mfiles required for the program to run have also been made available, including 810 

session_ao_eps3.m, which is called by loopfiles_go_nogo.m to process individual sessions. 811 

session_ao_ep3.m calls chanlocs.m, which uses eloc.m to sort electrode channels, and nseg.m, which 812 

sorts field potentials (FPs) into event-related trials. session_ao_ep3.m is additionally used to calculate FP 813 

power spectra and pairwise coherences for each session through calling nspec.m, and can be set to call 814 

reref.m to re-reference the FPs. The analysis package also includes clean3d.m, seg60.m, pass.m, and 815 

plot_session_aoeps.m, which are used to discard trials with flat lines or extreme FP signals and filter out 816 

60 Hz noise, and propcomp.m, which is used to statistically compare proportions of correct target and 817 

distractor trials to confirm behavioral discrimination in each session. Once the data are processed by 818 

loopfiles_go_nogo.m, the result file can be used with variance_go_nogo.m, which performs Bartlett’s test of 819 

equal variances, and postloop_wcomponents_go_nogo.m, which calculates grand average ERPs and the 820 

weighted averages of ERP components to be used for statistical analysis. The program 821 

anova_go_nogo.m performs the three-factor repeated measure analyses of variance for ERP component 822 

amplitudes and latencies, as well as the post-hoc Tukey’s HSD tests reported in this paper. Average 823 

spectrograms and coheregrams are calculated by grand_sgrams.m and grand_cgrams.m respectively.   824 
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Table 1: Statistical Table 

 Data structure Type of test P-value Power 

a Normal ANOVA Brain Region x Peak interaction  0.02 0.80 

b Normal Tukey’s HSD  0.03 0.37 

c Normal Tukey’s HSD  0.04 0.33 

d Normal Tukey’s HSD  0.01 0.46 

e Normal ANOVA Trial Type x Peak interaction  2 x 10-5 0.99 

f Normal Tukey’s HSD  0.006 0.71 

g Normal Tukey’s HSD  0.0009 0.85 

h Normal Tukey’s HSD  0.3 0.22 

i Normal Paired t-test 0.04 0.81 

j Normal Tukey’s HSD 0.003 0.76 

k Normal Tukey’s HSD 0.03 0.52 

l Normal Tukey’s HSD 4 x 10-6 0.99 

m Normal Tukey’s HSD 0.04 0.49 

n Normal Levene’s test for equal variances 0.009  0.82 

o Normal Levene’s test for equal variances 0.004  0.83 

 


